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This spring I will attempt to drive 14,211 miles between the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, delivering things for people while drawing cursive letters with the help of a global navigation satellite system.

I begin with the desire to recognize the earth as a repository of information, and to circumscribe what I can’t say or know. To that end, here are some notes toward a capacious or ecstatic vision of drawing as driving:

1) the slightest mark implies a perspective; 2) each time I make a mark I am placed; 3) the aggregate of marks within a frame makes a kind of mask, a conglomerate that does and doesn’t seem to move, a mapping of times that imply one placement; 4) the I that makes the mark and the I that then sees it are drawn together on the screen/road; 5) to posit a global navigation satellite system as a tool for drawing is to frame reflexivity as the first surveillance.
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